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The recent progress of the Majorana experiments paves a way for the future tests of non-abelian braiding
statistics and topologically-protected quantum information processing. However, a deficient design in those
tests could be very dangerous and reach false-positive conclusions. A careful theoretical analysis is necessary
in order to develop loophole-free tests. We introduce a series of classical hidden variable models to capture
certain key properties of Majorana system: non-locality, topologically non-triviality, and quantum interference.
Those models could help us to classify the Majorana properties and to set up the boundaries and limitations of
Majorana non-abelian tests: fusion tests, braiding tests and test set with joint measurements. We find a hierarchy
among those Majorana tests with increasing experimental complexity.
Introduction–The building blocks of topological quantum
computation [1–3] are non-abelian anyons, which are pro-
posed to show novel non-Abelian braiding statistics [3–6].
A simple type of non-abelian anyon, i.e. Majorana zero
mode (MZM), was theoretically proposed [7–15] in many
physically realizable systems. Recent experimental pro-
gresses makes an almost conclusive observation of Majorana
resonance[16–29]. Even though it is necessary to build up
Majorana devices step-by-step [30] experimentally, these pro-
gresses makes a promising platform towards the test of non-
abelian braiding statistics and the actual quantum informa-
tion processing. The most popular schemes proposed for
validating non-abelian statistics are braiding tests and fusion
tests [3, 31–33]. Besides, joint-measurement, C-NOT gate,
non-trivial T-gate test and Bell non-locality test [34, 35] are
believed to be necessary for quantum information processing.
Here, we focus on relatively simple properties: Majorana non-
local behaviors, topologically non-triviality, and quantum in-
terference and entanglement in the near future.
In the hidden variable theories, the probabilities appeared
when we measure physical quantities are due to the lack of
the knowledge or statistical approximation in the underlying
complex deterministic theory[36–46], which reproduces cer-
tain behaviors in quantum mechanics. The experimental ac-
tivities in the Bell inequality test eventually rule out local hid-
den variable explanations in several physical systems [47–56].
But, this is not sufficient to say that the behaviors observed in
other systems, e.g. Majorana platforms, are quantum mechan-
ical. For our purpose, if we want to validate Majorana behav-
iors seriously for future quantum information applications, it
is reasonable to treat the system as a black-box and perform
the test subsequently. In that sense, potential hidden variable
theories need to be carefully considered and excluded. Other-
wise, a deficient test design might reach a positive but incor-
rect conclusion. For example, braiding and measurements in
Majorana systems can generate topologically protected Clif-
ford gates including entanglement gates, which can also be
realized in certain hidden variable theories [45]. Therefore, it
is natural to ask whether we can find certain hidden variable
theories such that each theory can capture certain properties
of Majorana systems but can not capture other tests’ results;
and the hope is to set up the limitations and boundaries of each
Majorana test by using these theories.
In this work, we proposed a couple of classical hidden vari-
able (HV) models, which are designed to capture and/or dis-
tinguish certain key quantum mechanical properties of Majo-
rana systems: simplest Majorana non-local behaviors, topo-
logically non-triviality and quantum interference. We want
to show what properties can be seen in a particular test; and
examine if the test results can be captured by both theories,
which help us to set up the boundaries and limitations of the
corresponding test. Based on this philosophy, we show:1) fu-
sion tests only capture certain Majorana non-local behaviors
but cannot capture others; 2) braiding tests show non-abelian
statistics indicating topologically non-triviality, but not nec-
essarily quantum interference; 3) test set with joint measure-
ments are helpful and necessary to capture quantum interfer-
ence in Majorana systems. Finally, we conclude that there ex-
ists a hierarchy among the Majorana non-abelian tests: Fusion
test, braiding test, and test set with joint measurements.
Theoretical Framework– Now, we introduce a couple
of HV models which are inspired from Spekkens’ famous
model [45].
Classical HV theory I: We assume that (1) we have incom-
plete knowledge about the system states for some unknown
complexity, (2) we get an outcome and observe incomplete
knowledge after specific operations called measurements, (3)
we cannot get access to their hidden complexity.
a). State formalism–We consider a classical theory with a
box representation, where each box corresponds to a MZM
as shown in Fig.1; and the box can be either filled or empty.
We assume that we can only know the parity of any (pair of)
two boxes after measurement. For example, we measure the
combination of the first and the second boxes and then get the
result even. We can only know that the two boxes are either
both filled or empty, but cannot determine the exact state of
each box. This uncertainty is due to the unobserved classical
complexity corresponding to the hidden-variables.
b). Measurement–We show three kinds of 2-box measure-
ments (Box 1,2, Box 2,3, and Box 1,3) in Fig.1:. Each mea-
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(a). State: 2n Boxes
(b). 2-Box Measurement
Even Odd
1 2n32
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50% 
each 
(d).  Successive measurement example
Figure 1. (a-c)The HV model I, where the number 1 to 2n labels the
position of boxes from left to right. (d) A four-box system (with total
parity even) for fusion. If we get even parity result after Box 1,2-
measurement, then continuing to apply Box 1,2-measurement, the
state is unchanged. But if we apply a Box 2,3-measurement in the
second step, we have two possible outcomes with equal probability.
surement returns two-box parity: even or odd. We also as-
sume the parity of the all-box system is fixed similar to the
Majorana systems. After Box 1,2-measurement for exam-
ple, we could either obtain an even-parity result
︷︸︸︷
 with
a pair of square-symbols or obtain an odd parity result
︷︸︸︷##
with a pair of circle-symbols; we use a bracket to label post-
measurement box-pair called "connections". Considering a
four-box (with total parity even) example shown in Fig.1
(d), Box1,2-measurement will reach either an even-even state:︷︸︸︷

︷︸︸︷
 , or an odd-odd state:
︷︸︸︷## ︷︸︸︷## with equal probabil-
ity. If we repeat the previous measurement, we will get the
same result; if the measurement is different from the previous
one, we will get an uncertain result.
Classical HV theory II: To include topology, we take into
account the relative positions of connections if two connec-
tions have overlaps as shown in Fig.2 (a): (1) the front-back
order (front connections are on the top of back ones) of the
connections has a non-trivial consequence; (2) we also define
the right-left order of connections, where the connection is the
right as long as one box in the pair is in the right of all boxes
in other box-pairs.
a). Standard states–For the order of connections discussed
above, we can choose any order. However, for the conve-
nience of discussion, we define a standard configuration with
fixed order: the right connection is the front connection (e.g.
in the upper part of Fig.2 (b)). For non-standard cases, we
need to apply crossovers (exchange positions of two overlap-
ping connections) to reach a standard configuration. Each
crossover will induce a parity change (an example shown in
Fig.2 (b)). In the text, we sometimes use an up-down bracket
(c). Measurement
(b). Standard configuration and
crossover
StandardNon-standard
(d). Braiding
Crossover
(a). Instruction 
Front&rightBack&left
equivalent
1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 5 6
Standard form in six boxes
𝑃!"
𝑃"! 𝑃"!
, or
𝑃"! 𝑃!"
Crossover
Crossover
Figure 2. The HV model II. (a) Two equivalent form of state descrip-
tion: the lower means the back. (b) The standard configuration of
a six-box state: the connection of Box1,6 is both the rightmost and
frontmost as definition, and connection of Box3,5 is relative right
and front to Box2,4. For non-standard configurations, we can apply
crossover along with a parity change. (c) Both Box1,3 and Box2,4
measurements lead to standard configurations. (d) Braiding proce-
dures P 223 and P23P32 . The braiding is confined in the plane perpen-
dicular to the paper, or in the light-blue plane shown in the bracket.
to describe an equivalent front-back position, e.g. in Fig.2 (a).
b). Measurement–We only consider measurements in stan-
dard configurations, i.e. "standard measurement rule". For
an unidentified state, measurements (e.g. both Box2,4 and
Box1,3 measurements in Fig.2 (c)) always result in standard
configurations. On the other hand, if we know the connec-
tions of boxes, we only apply the standard rule for the stan-
dard cases. If we’re in a non-standard form, we need to apply
crossovers to reach a standard one.
c). Braiding–In our theory, braiding corresponds to the
position exchange of boxes in the plane shown in Fig.2 (d).
Considering different directions of braiding, the exchange of
Box n1 and Box n2 is labeled by Pn1n2 for anticlockwise
exchange if n1 < n2 (for clockwise exchange if n1 > n2).
In an example in Fig.2 (d), we apply two paths of braiding
operations on the same initial state
︷︸︸︷

︷︸︸︷
 . The first path
contains two successive P23 where the first P23 takes the state
to a non-standard form and we apply a crossover to reach the
standard one, then applying the second P23 to get
︷︸︸︷## ︷︸︸︷## .
In the second path, the first part is the same while we apply
P32 in the next step and we get a non-standard form with a
knot. To reach a standard configuration, we apply a crossover
to remove the knot and obtain the form
︷︸︸︷

︷︸︸︷
 .
3Majorana non-Abelian Tests–Let us now consider a variety
of Majorana tests, and check if their key properties, e.g. Ma-
jorana non-local behaviors, topologically non-triviality, and
quantum interference, can be captured by our classical HV
theory I and II.
A). Fusion test: Non-abelian anyon system follow spe-
cial fusion processes which describe the outcomes after anyon
combinations [3]. Majorana zero modes belong to the Ising
non-abelian anyon model, which includes three types of
anyons: the vacuum I , non-abelian anyon σ (i.e. Majorana),
and the fermion ψ. A pair of σ combine to fuse into either a
vacuum or a fermion: σ×σ → I +ψ. With more anyons, we
have multiple ways to fuse them together, where the quantum
states describing fusion transformation can be written as:
|a, b→ i〉|i, c→ d〉 =
∑
j
(F dabc)
i
j |b, c→ j〉|a, j → d〉, (1)
where |a, b → i〉|i, c → d〉 indicates a state with particular
fusion channel where anyons a and b first fuse to i, and then
i and c fuse to d. The matrix (F dabc)
i
j describes the trans-
formation under different fusion channels, For Ising anyons,
Fσσσσ =
1√
2
(
1 1
1 −1
)
.
Now, let’s first focus on our HV theory I, we have:
7777→ ︷︸︸︷ ︷︸︸︷ → (︷ ︸︸ ︷ ︷︸︸︷ + ︷ ︸︸ ︷# ︷︸︸︷## #)/2 (2)
7777→ ︷︸︸︷## ︷︸︸︷## → (︷ ︸︸ ︷ ︷︸︸︷ + ︷ ︸︸ ︷# ︷︸︸︷## #)/2 (3)
Here, the first arrow in both Eq. (2) and (3) indicates the fu-
sion (measurement) of Box1, 2, which yields either fixed even
parity (vacuum I) or odd parity (fermion ψ); the following
Box2,3 measurement (second arrow) can have two possibili-
ties: Box2 and Box3 first fuse into even parity or odd parity.
We see that the measurements in HV model are analogous
to the fusion, and reach the same measurement statistics as
those in Ising anyon model described by the F-matrix above.
Considering a proposed fusion test in [31], the topological su-
perconducting device can realize two different 4-MZM fusion
routes: 1) first create two pairs of MZMs and then fuse in the
same pair as their creation, 2) first create two pairs of MZMs
and then fuse in the different pairs. These two fusion routes
gives different measurement statistics. As shown in Fig.3, it
is simple to check that the corresponding fusion procedures
in our HV model generate the same measurement outcome
statistics as those in Majorana cases. Our HV model can fully
capture the measurement outcome after fusion-only processes
in Majorana systems (see part I of SI [57] for more examples).
This HV theory I does not include any topological consider-
ation. Therefore, there is no doubt that the fusion tests can
only capture certain Majorana non-locality behaviors but not
including topological non-triviality.
B.) Braiding and topology: Non-Abelian anyons show
nontrivial behaviors under the braiding process, and the ex-
change operation of anyons a and b can be captured by the
(1)(4)
(5) (2)
Box 1,2
Measurement
(3)
Box 1,2
Measurement
(6)
 
each 
𝟓𝟎%
Even
Both Even
Even Even
Even
Odd
Even 𝟏𝟎𝟎%
Figure 3. Fusion process of our HV model reproducing the Majorana
fusion processes in [31]. In the right path steps (1-3): the 4-box state
splits into two pairs , both 2-box measurements obtain even, and then
the measurement in the same box-pair Box1,2 obtains deterministic
even parity result. In the left path steps (4-6): the 4-box state splits
into two different pairs (Box1,4 and Box2,3) with even parity after
measurement, and then the Box1,2 measurement gives us an equal
probability of even or odd result.
operator Bab, where these braiding operations can be written
as Bij ∝ 1 + γiγj for Majorana modes [3].
Let us consider whether our HV theory I can capture braid-
ing relations. For an example, braiding Box2,3 of initial state︷︸︸︷

︷︸︸︷
 requires the exchange of boxes in different box-
pairs, as in different fusion channel of Majorana theory. After
this braiding, we get
︷ ︸︸ ︷

︷ ︸︸ ︷
 (no connection order is consid-
ered here), then the Box1,3 measurement (correspondence to
σy measurement in quantum case [57]) results in even par-
ity. However, the σy measurement of quantum state B23|0〉
reaches odd. Therefor we fail to capture the braiding process
without topological consideration. Now let’s look at HV the-
ory II. Considering the the same process on the initial state︷︸︸︷

︷︸︸︷
 , we reach the state
︷︸︸︷## ︷︸︸︷## as shown in the first
path in Fig.2 (d), which is the same as quantum case.
We further examine the Hadamard gates which can be
realized using a sequence of Majorana braidings H =
B12B23B12 in the quantum anyon model as shown in Fig.4
(a). For our HV theory II in Fig.4 (b), we also successively
braid Box1,2(P12), Box2,3(P23) and Box1,2(P12) and then
apply a crossover to get a standard form, and then we can
simply show any measurement here gives the same results as
those in Majorana Hadamard gate. For the complete cases
please refer to part II of SI [57].
Let’s consider the "successive braiding", i.e. a non-abelian
braiding test [58] with four Majorana modes γ1, γ2, γ3, γ4
where both γ1, γ2 and γ3, γ4 pair are initialized in even parity.
We apply multiple braiding procedures (n times) of γ2 and
γ3 in an anti-clockwise way. We focus on the probability to
obtain the odd result in the (γ3γ4) parity measurement at dif-
ferent ns. Braiding once, the parity of γ3, γ4 has 50% chance
to be odd in measurement. After two successive braidings, we
get the definite odd parity; after three successive braidings, we
will get an equal probability of both results; after four succes-
sive braidings, we get the definite even parity. As the number
41γ
2γ
3γ
4γ
(a). Hadamard gate in 
       Majorana system
(b). Hadamard gate 
z
P12
P12
+CrossoverP23
Crossover
(c). Successive braiding
P23
P23
+CrossoversNP23
P23
P23 P23
n 1 2 3 4 5 ………
p 1/2 1 1/2 0 1/2 ………
Crossover
Crossover Crossover
Crossover
P23
        Joint- 
measurement
+
+
(d). With Joint-measurement in 6-Box
Measure Box5,6
Figure 4. (a). Hadamard gate in majorana-based quantum compu-
tation. (b). Hadamard gate in our HV theory II wherein the second
step and last step we have applied crossovers to change into a stan-
dard configuration. (c). Example of non-abelian braiding in four
boxes case in our HV theory II. Suppose in the initial state Box3,4
are in even parity. The table shows the possibility p to obtain the
odd parity in Box3,4 measurement, where the label n describes the
number of successive braiding procedures of Box2 and Box3.
n increases, the probability will repeat this pattern with period
4. In our HV theory II, as shown in Fig.4 (c), we get the same
measurement consequence as those in quantum case.
In either Majorana model or our HV theory II, the objects
(MZMs or boxes) describing a specific fusion channel are
all paired. Therefore, the braiding of two objects involves
at most two pairs that is four MZMs or boxes. Considering
the braiding of two boxes among 2n boxes, this procedure
only changes the topology of two connections (of two box-
pairs) involved in the braiding, but can not change the rel-
ative positions between these two connections and the other
n-2 connections. Therefore, any single braiding step in more
box-cases involves only four relevant boxes. Examples for
braiding in more-MZM systems can be found in part II of SI
[57]. In summary, the braidings can be well described in our
HV theory II with topology considerations; and this theory
goes beyond the fusion tests and show the unique topological-
nontrivial property of braiding operations.
C.) Joint-measurement and quantum interference: Let
us assume there are two Majorana qubits, where each one
is encoded into four MZMs; and the single-qubit Pauli mea-
surements can be realized by fermion-parity measurement of
different Majorana pairs within each qubit [3]. The joint-
measurement can be realized by the fermion-parity measure-
ment of four MZMs, in which two MZMs are from one qubit
and the other two are from the other qubit [3]. For joint-
measurement ZZ, the state |0〉+|1〉√
2
⊗ |0〉+|1〉√
2
will collapses
onto (|00〉 + |11〉)/√2 if the measurement outcome is even,
and thus generate entanglement between the two qubits. In
our HV theory II with two "qubits" (eight boxes), we can mea-
sure the four-box joint-parity, in which two boxes are from
the first qubit and the other two are from the second qubit.
For example, if the Box1,4 and Box2,3 are initially even for
both qubits, the joint-parity measurement of Box1,2 in the first
qubit and Box1,2 in the second qubit gives the following pro-
jection:
︷ ︸︸ ︷

︷︸︸︷
  |
︷ ︸︸ ︷

︷︸︸︷
 →︷︸︸︷

︷︸︸︷
 |
︷︸︸︷

︷︸︸︷
 +
︷︸︸︷## ︷︸︸︷## | ︷︸︸︷## ︷︸︸︷## . (4)
where we assume the measurement outcome is even, and the
plus sign indicates two classical uncertain states with equal
probability. This is an analog to joint-measurement ZZ in the
quantum theory.
Meanwhile, for another example with 6 MZMs in the initial
state |012035046〉, we first joint-measure MZM γ2γ3γ4γ5 and
assume even result, we get (|016023045〉 + |016123145〉)/
√
2.
Then the measurement of MZM γ2γ5 will reach a def-
inite even result |016025034〉 due to the cancellation of
quantum interference. However, as shown in Fig.4 (d),
the HV theory II fails to capture this process and reaches
(
︷ ︸︸ ︷

︷︸︸︷

︷︸︸︷
 +
︷ ︸︸ ︷

︷︸︸︷## ︷︸︸︷## )/2 . We can look at an-
other example in Majorana system–the CNOT gate of two
MZM qubit which involve both joint-measurement and two-
box measurement. We show in the part III of SI[57] that our
HV theory II can not capture CNOT gate process. It is clear
that any HV theory can not capture the complete signature of
quantum interference. Therefore, we conclude, to reveal cer-
tain signatures of quantum interference, the combination of
joint-measurement and two box measurement are helpful and
necessary.
Discussions– There are some other tests for more prop-
erties of Majorana systems. 1). Braiding and measurement
only cannot generate T-gate, which however can be gen-
erated by preparing a noisy magic state ancilla along with
state distillation[59]. T-gate test along with other Clifford
operations specifies quantum property which could generate
arbitrary quantum states. 2). Bell nonlocality tests clearly
complete the Majorana system validation but require a fully
universal quantum gate-set including T-gate to break Bell
bound. However, the braiding and measurement only cannot
break the Bell bound [60–62]. In the future, we need either to
fabricate more sophisticated devices along with complicated
experimental procedures or to propose novel and simple test
schemes.
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Supplementary Information for
“A hierarchy in Majorana non-abelian tests and hidden variable models"
In this supplementary information, we will provide some details about: I. General fusion procedures in more-Majorana cases.
II. General braiding operations in HV theory II. III. Failure in capturing C-NOT gate in HV theory II.
I. GENERAL FUSION IN MORE MZMS CASE.
First of all, we show the six eigenstates of three Pauli operators in standard quantum case and their corresponding box-states in
our HV theories. In standard description of 4-MZM states, we choose |012034〉 as the even eigenstate of both parity measurement
iγ1γ2 and iγ3γ4, where γ1 = c
†
12+c12, γ2 = (c
†
12−c12)/i, c12 is the fermion annihilation operator of the γ1−γ2 pair (similarly
for γ3 − γ4 pair). Then under basis transformation discussed in the main text, |014023〉 = (|012034〉 + |112134〉)/
√
2. This
is exactly the transformation between different fusion channels, which can be described by F− Matrices . Then we see that
|014023〉 is the even eigenstate of parity measurement X = iγ1γ4 from the relations mentioned above. Similarly, the even
eigenstate of parity measurement Y = iγ1γ3 is |013024〉 = (|012034〉 + i|112134〉)/
√
2. As shown in Fig.S1, we can find that
measurement Z = iγ1γ2 in Majorana system corresponds to our Box1,2 parity measurement in our HV theories, where this
measurement with even parity outcome reaches the state
︷︸︸︷

︷︸︸︷
 . The measurement X = iγ1γ4 corresponds to our Box1,4
parity measurement, where the even parity outcome leads to the state
︷ ︸︸ ︷

︷︸︸︷
 . Similar conclusion also hold for the measurement
Y = iγ1γ3. In addition, when we apply Box1,2 measurement on
︷ ︸︸ ︷

︷︸︸︷
 , we get
︷︸︸︷

︷︸︸︷
 or
︷︸︸︷## ︷︸︸︷## with equal probability,
which correponds to |014023〉 = (|012034〉 + |112134〉)/
√
2 in quantum case. We can find all parity measurement and basis
transformations are similiar with quantum one. We summarized those six eigenstates of three kinds of Pauli matrices (Majorana
system) and their corresponding box-pair measurements (HV theories) in Fig.S1.
(a). States in HV theory (b). Corresponding States in  
       Majorana system
|0⟩ → |012034⟩ |1⟩ → |112134⟩σz
σx
σy
| + ⟩ = ( |0⟩ + |1⟩)/ 2 → |014023⟩
| − ⟩ = ( |0⟩ − |1⟩)/ 2 → |114123⟩
| + i⟩ = ( |0⟩ + i |1⟩)/ 2 → |013024⟩
| − i⟩ = ( |0⟩ − i |1⟩)/ 2 → |113124⟩
Figure S1. The six eigenstates of three Pauli operators in our HV theories and the corresponding explicit form in standard quantum case
In the 4-MZM case, two-box measurements in HV theories are the analog of the fusions in quantum case as shown in the
main text. Here, we give more general examples of 6-MZM or more-MZM cases. Considering an example of 6-MZM fusion
in quantum case , we measure MZM3,4 on |012036045〉 and get results |012034056〉 or |012134156〉 with equal possibility. Next
we measure MZM2,3 on |012034056〉 and get |014023056〉 and |114123056〉 with equal possibility. Or we measure MZM2,3 on
|012134156〉 and get |014123056〉 and |114023056〉 with equal possibility. The corresponding procedures in out HV theory is
shown in Fig.S2. Suppose the initial state is
︷︸︸︷

︷ ︸︸ ︷

︷︸︸︷
 , we apply the Box3,4 measurement, and then we can obtain either︷︸︸︷

︷︸︸︷

︷︸︸︷
 or
︷︸︸︷

︷︸︸︷## ︷︸︸︷## with equal possibility, which is the same as those in quantum case. If we obtain the even result︷︸︸︷

︷︸︸︷

︷︸︸︷
 , the further Box2,3 measurement yields either
︷ ︸︸ ︷

︷︸︸︷
 
︷︸︸︷
 or
︷ ︸︸ ︷
# ︷︸︸︷## # ︷︸︸︷ . On the other hand, If we obtain
the odd result
︷︸︸︷

︷︸︸︷## ︷︸︸︷## in the first Box3,4 measurement, the further Box2,3 measurement includes a box-pair with a square
2and a circle. Here we emphasize that although we know the parity of both Box1,2 and Box3,4 after the previous measurement,
the parity of each box is always unknown and is a hidden variable; and therefore, the further Box2,3 measurement leads to
either
︷ ︸︸ ︷

︷︸︸︷##  ︷︸︸︷## or ︷ ︸︸ ︷# ︷︸︸︷ # ︷︸︸︷## with equal probability, which also make sure the total parity of the 4-box is odd. This is
also consistent with the measurement outcome from the corresponding quantum case. In more MZMs fusion tests (2n MZMs
states), the procedure only affects the fusion channel involved in parity measurement that is at most two pairs (four MZMs),
but not affects the other n-2 pairs. Therefore we can use the analysis above for the fusion processes in more MZM-cases. We
conclude that the fusion tests in 6-MZM and more MZMs in our HV theory show the same measurement consequence as those
in the quantum case.
Measure Box3,4
Measure Box2,3
Figure S2. We show an example of fusion in 6-Box case, where we successively measure Box3,4 and Box2,3 and get final result which is
consistent with quantum case.
II. GENERAL BRAIDING OPERATIONS IN HV THEORY II
In this section, we first discuss more examples for the braiding processes applying on various states. Two successive Box2,3
braidings (P23)2 on various states are shown in the left part of Fig.S3 (a). The operation (P23)2 on the three different box-states
corresponds to σx operation on the +1 eigenstate of three Pauli operators in quantum Majorana case , which shows the following
transformation:
σx|0〉 ∝ B223|0〉 ∝ B23| − i〉 ∝ |1〉 (S1)
σx|+〉 ∝ B223|+〉 ∝ B23|+〉 ∝ |+〉 (S2)
σx|+ i〉 ∝ B223|+ i〉 ∝ B23|0〉 ∝ | − i〉 (S3)
We can also examine two successive Box1,2 braidings on various states as shown in the right part of Fig.S3 (a). These correspond
to σz operation on the +1 eigenstate of three Pauli operators, which shows the following transformation:
σz|0〉 ∝ B212|0〉 ∝ B12|0〉 ∝ |0〉 (S4)
σz|+〉 ∝ B212|+〉 ∝ B12|+ i〉 ∝ |−〉 (S5)
σz|+ i〉 ∝ B212|+ i〉 ∝ B12|−〉 ∝ | − i〉 (S6)
With the discussion of the single braiding and the two successive braiding above, we can generalize the discussion to the
general multiple braidings. Therefore, we see that braiding operations in our HV theory II generate the same measurement
outcomes as those in the Majorana quantum systems. Another example is Hadamard gate P12P23P12 on various states as shown
in Fig.S3 (b). We see that Hadamard gate in our HV theory II corresponds to those in Majorana systems:
H|0〉 = |+〉, H|+〉 = |0〉, H|i〉 ∝ | − i〉, (S7)
3(a). Successive Box2,3 and Box1,2 braidings on various states 
P23
Crossover
P23
P23 P23
P23 P23
Crossover
P12 P12
P12 P12
P12 P12
Crossover
Crossover
(b). Hadamard gate on various states 
P23
Crossover
P12 P12
P12 P23
P12 P23
Crossover
Crossover
P12
P12
𝑃45 𝑃23
𝑃34
Crossover Crossover
(c). Braiding in 6-MZM
Crossover
Crossovers
𝑃23
P56
P45Crossover
(d). CNOT gate in dense code(6-MZM) 
P43
P12
P45
P56
Crossover
Crossover
P65
Figure S3. We complete discussion of braiding and Hadamard gate in HV theory II, where we successively braid Box2,3 and Box1,2 on
various states and get final result which is consistent with quantum case. We also show an example of braiding in dense coding with 6-MZM
and CNOT gate in 6-MZM case only with braiding operation
We further discuss the braidings in cases with more than 4 MZMs. In either Majorana model or our HV theory II, the objects
(MZMs or boxes) describing a specific fusion channel are all paired. Therefore, the braiding of two objects involves at most
two pairs that is four MZMs or boxes. Let’s now focus on our HV theory II. Considering the braiding of two boxes among
2n boxes, this procedure only changes the topology of two connections (of two box-pairs) involved in the braiding, but can
not change the relative positions between these two connections and the other n-2 connections. For example in Fig.S3(c), for
initial state
︷︸︸︷

︷︸︸︷

︷︸︸︷
 , we first apply the anticlockwise braiding of Box4,5 and then a crossover; we get
︷︸︸︷
 ︸ ︷︷ ︸# ︷ ︸︸ ︷###. Then,
we apply the anticlockwise Box2,3 braiding and then a crossover, and we get ︸ ︷︷ ︸#︷ ︸︸ ︷# ︷ ︸︸ ︷##. The corresponding quantum case
B23B45|012034056〉 ∝ |113025146〉 gives the same result as our case. Finally, we want to apply the Box3,4 braiding in this
example. Considering the analysis of this step, we first apply a crossover to move the Box1,3’s connection in front of the
Box2,5’s connection; then we braid Box3,4 and finally convert the state to the standard form. The final result of this example
has the same measurement consequence as those in the quantum case B34B23B45|012034056〉 ∝ |014025036〉. Similar to this
example, any braiding step in more box-cases involves only four boxes, therefore we can use the analysis above for braiding
procedure in more box-cases. We conclude that the braiding procedures in multiple-box setup show the same measurement
consequence as those in the Majorana models.
Finially, we show one more example–the CNOT gate in dense coding with 6-MZM case[1] which only requires braiding
procedures. In dense coding of six MZMs, we define the logical two-qubit basis in fixed total even parity as:
|00〉L ≡ |012034056〉, |01〉L ≡ |012134156〉, |10〉L ≡ |112134056〉, |11〉L ≡ |112034156〉. (S8)
We treat the first qubit as the controlled qubit and the second qubit as the target qubit. Applying a sequence of Majorana braiding
operations, we have
B56B45B12B43B65B45B56|013024056〉 ∝ |015026034〉. (S9)
which can be converted into the logical two-qubit basis:
B56B45B12B43B65B45B56(|00〉L + i|10〉L)/
√
2 ∝ (|00〉L + i|11〉L)/
√
2, (S10)
4which creates the entanglement. Obviously operation B56B45B12B43B65B45B56 is equivalent to CNOT in this basis defi-
nition. In our HV theory II we begin with initial state: ︸ ︷︷ ︸ ︷ ︸︸ ︷ ︷︸︸︷ , and then successively apply the braiding operations:
P56, P45, P65, P43, P12, P45, P56 to get ︸ ︷︷ ︸
︷ ︸︸ ︷

︷︸︸︷
 , which is consistent with quantum case, as shown in Fig.S3 (d).
III. FAILURE ON C-NOT GATE IN HV THEORY
Controlled
Target
Ancillary X 
MeasurementZX 
Joint- 
Measurement
(a). CNOT gate in majorana system
(b). Failure of CNOT in HV theory
+
Even ++ +
++ +
result
Even
result
Even
result
ZX 
Joint- 
Measurement
Figure S4. (a) Conventional CNOT gate where each four MZMs form a single physical qubit. In this case, the extra ancillary qubit along with
joint-measurements are necessary to generate CNOT. (b) The failure to capture this conventional CNOT gate in our HV theory.
As the discussion in the previous section, the CNOT in dense coding with 6 MZMs contains only braiding operations; and
therefore, this gate can be fully captured and show exactly the same results as those in our HV theory. However, in the conven-
tional CNOT, where each four MZMs forms a single physical qubit, requires ancillary qubit and joint-measurement in Majorana
systems as shown in Fig.S4 (a) [2]. As shown in the main text, along with the joint-measurement, the fusion and braiding proce-
dures in the HV theory cannot reproduce the quantum interference behaviors in real Majorana quantum systems. Here, we show
explicitly how our HV theory fail to capture the conventional CNOT operations as shown in Fig.S4 (b). We begin with initial
state: ︷ ︸︸ ︷

︷︸︸︷
  |
︷︸︸︷

︷︸︸︷
 |
︷︸︸︷

︷︸︸︷
 , (S11)
Apply joint-measurement of ZX on 1st and 2ed bit and assume even result, then we get:
︷︸︸︷

︷︸︸︷
 |
︷ ︸︸ ︷

︷︸︸︷
  |
︷︸︸︷

︷︸︸︷
 +
︷︸︸︷## ︷︸︸︷## | ︷ ︸︸ ︷# ︷︸︸︷## # | ︷︸︸︷ ︷︸︸︷ , (S12)
with equal probability for each outcome. Then we measure ZX on the second and the third "qubit" and still assume even result,
then we get:
︷︸︸︷

︷︸︸︷
 |
︷︸︸︷

︷︸︸︷
 |
︷ ︸︸ ︷

︷︸︸︷
 +
︷︸︸︷

︷︸︸︷
 |
︷︸︸︷## ︷︸︸︷## | ︷ ︸︸ ︷# ︷︸︸︷## # (S13)
+
︷︸︸︷## ︷︸︸︷## | ︷︸︸︷ ︷︸︸︷ | ︷ ︸︸ ︷ ︷︸︸︷ + ︷︸︸︷## ︷︸︸︷## | ︷︸︸︷## ︷︸︸︷## | ︷ ︸︸ ︷# ︷︸︸︷## #, (S14)
5where the probability for each outcome is 1/4. Here, however in quantum case, we actually get a negative sign in front of the
4th term, which will generate totally different result later. Switching back to this HV model, if we continue to measure X in the
2nd "qubit" and assume even result, we get
︷︸︸︷

︷︸︸︷
 |
︷ ︸︸ ︷

︷︸︸︷
  |
︷ ︸︸ ︷

︷︸︸︷
 +
︷︸︸︷

︷︸︸︷
 |
︷ ︸︸ ︷

︷︸︸︷
  |
︷ ︸︸ ︷
# ︷︸︸︷## # (S15)
+
︷︸︸︷## ︷︸︸︷## | ︷ ︸︸ ︷ ︷︸︸︷  | ︷ ︸︸ ︷ ︷︸︸︷ + ︷︸︸︷## ︷︸︸︷## | ︷ ︸︸ ︷ ︷︸︸︷  | ︷ ︸︸ ︷# ︷︸︸︷## #, (S16)
which is the finial result of CNOT gate in the HV theory. However, in quantum case, the quantum interference will cancel terms
and generate simply |0〉|+〉|0〉 corresponding to the first two terms here in out HV model. Therefore, the quantum interference
will lead to the final state is (|0〉|+〉|0〉+ |1〉|+〉|1〉)/√2, where the first and the third qubit are entangled. However, in our HV
theory, the measurement of the first and the third "qubits" will not get correlated results. Therefore, HV theory cannot reproduce
the results from quantum interference in Majorana systems.
At last, we give a table which summerize the conclusion we get in the main text.
Non-locality Topology    Quantum Interference 
With Joint-Measure- 
ment in more MZMs
Property 
Test 
Only Fusion
With braiding
Hadamard gate
Successive braiding
Figure S5. We conclude our results in this table. For each test we give a name and we use tick or cross to show our conclusion on whether this
test can show distinct property from comparison of our models and standard one.
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